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37+ different String Art Paper Patterns and templates from simple hearts to complex unicorn and cactus designs. With Bonus
Alphabets and numbers string art templates. String Art is not just a craft you do to produce beautiful art to decorate your house or
as a gift for a special one. It also has a therapeutic effect, especially, during hammering the nails. This book includes simple and
basic step by step instructions to create string art crafts. The templates in this book are ideal for beginners who want simple and
adorable designs. The level of complexity in this book ranges from easy to intermediate to fairly complex. Please note that NO
strings or nails or any tools are included. Please note that the book has only black and white printed templates with general and
simple instructions at the beginning of the book. Tools you need are (Please note that tools are NOT included.) Nails or strong pins
Board: Wood, cardboard, or cotton canvas. The patterns in this book will fit in US Letter Size (8.5 x 11 inches / 22 x 28 cm). Of
course, you can copy and scale the patterns according to your convenience. Strings The pattern you want to do (You have 37+
options in this book.) Scissors, duct tape, and a pencil. How to use this patterns? The patterns and designs are printed on one
single side with no open cutouts. To use simply, tear out the pattern page you want and tape the whole pattern page to the board.
With a sharp pencil poke dots at the black dots, then remove the page to reveal the dotted outline. Hammer the nails on the dots.
With your choice of colored thread, wrap the thread around each nail, moving in any way you like to fill the pattern. More
instructions inside. Features Large 8.5 x 11-inch pages, printed softcover, and paperback binding. The templates are printed on a
single side to allow the use of the patterns. Please kindly note that the pages are not perforated, and tools are not included. 37+
different String Art Paper Patterns and Templates from simple hearts to complex unicorn and cactus designs. With Bonus
Alphabets and numbers string art templates. Unleash your creativity and make your own unique art! Scroll up and order your copy
Now!
6144 Paracord Crafts When it comes to paracord bracelets, key fobs, and other accessories, everybody wants one! We make it
EASY for you to grab some cool paracord in your favorite colors and get started making hot bracelets and other accessories to
wear and share with friends. No special tools required! This book teaches you how to make the original Cobra Stitch bracelets as
well as six more styles of knots: Chain Sinnet, Stitched Solomon Bar, Raising the Bar, Trilobite, Switchback, and River Bar.
Fastenings include buckles or loops and ball knots. There also are tips for making key fobs, accenting headbands and flip flops,
and adding bling to the bracelets.
Knot tying has always been one of those key outdoor skills that the inexperienced take for granted. The experienced outdoorsman,
however, has had enough success and failure to know that there are right and wrong knots for certain jobs. A good knot can save
lives when you're dealing with a survival situation, performing first aid, and when working over heights or water. But, you have to
know how to tie it. So make sure you know what to do with your rope the next time you head into the wild by learning these
essential knots.
There are so many ways to make cool bracelets with natural hemp! Soft, supple, and durable, hemp cord now comes in a beautiful
range of lustrous colors, perfect for making stylish eco-chic jewelry. This book makes it easy, with step-by-step instructions and
irresistible projects. Discover how to create amazing hand-tied bracelets, key chains, headbands, and more. Inside you’ll find lots
of super fun ideas for both contemporary and earthy boho designs. Bestselling craft author Suzanne McNeill reveals the simple
knotting and braiding techniques that guarantee stunning results, with friendly advice on using findings, choosing colors, and
embellishing with beads, buttons, rings, and charms.
Parachute cord, which is now universally known as paracord, is a lightweight nylon rope originally used by paratroopers during
World War II. It is now employed as a general purpose utility cord by military personnel and civilians alike. Paracord is an ideal
material for making whips, for example, due to its durability and flexibility. Hikers and other outdoor enthusiasts have made
“survival bracelets” from paracord, which are meant to be unraveled when needed to secure cargo, lash together poles, and fix
broken straps and laces. As more colors become available, crafters are discovering that paracord makes an excellent material for
fun and stylish friendship bracelets, lanyards, belts, dog leases, key chains, and more. Originating from Instructables, a popular
project-based community made up of all sorts of people with a desire to pass on their wisdom to others, Practical Paracord
Projects contains ideas from a number of authors who show just how easy it is to make virtually anything from paracord. Practical
Paracord Projects provides step-by-step instructions on a variety of useful and fun objects involving paracord. Guided by detailed
photographs, the reader will create such practical and unusual projects as: A laptop harness A can koozie An eyeglass lanyard A
hanging chair Sandals A leatherman pouch And much more!
PARACORD FOR BEGINNERS Fundamental Step by Step Guide on how to tie Paracord knots Crafts with DIY Para cords
Projects, Parachutes, Bracelets, snare traps, monkey fist, Lanyard, fishing net, Necklace, Key chains, and more Here comes the
end to the search of your paracord projects book to carry out your paracords projects; this is the book to the answers for your
search. In this book paracord for Beginners, there are several DIY projects with fundamental step by steps photos guide on each
project such as using paracord as parachutes, snare traps, keychain belt, how to create a monkey fist, pulley line, necklace,
bracelets, keychains, knife lanyard, belts, lovers bracelets and many others all in this book! GRAB YOUR COPY NOW!!!
Paracord handle wraps are popular with respect to survival knives and tactical knives. They rest comfortably in your hand, they're
slip-proof, and they're impervious to moisture and temperature fluctuations. In an emergency, the wrap can often be undone and
then you have a practical rope at hand. This clear, straightforward guide teaches everything you need to know, including selecting
the paracord itself and weaving the correct wrap styles for underlays, tactical uses, skeleton handles, and more. Over 16 styles
and approaches are covered, from basic handle wraps to standard military or looped wraps, to paradox wraps, all the way up to
artistic Japanese tsukamaki handle wraps. The techniques are explained step by step, including detailed photos. The costs for
making your wraps, in materials and tools, are minimal, and you can equip both your handmade knives and your manufactured
knives with paracord handle wraps.
Are you just starting out with the art of making macramé knots and you have no idea where to start or how to make your first
design? Are you looking for really cool macramé designs to knot but have no clue which to make? Do you want a simplified, step
by step process to creating awesome macramé projects in no time? If so, then read on...
If you love the outdoors, you’ll love parachute cord! Strong, lightweight, and durable, it’s the most versatile material ever developed for
making outdoor gear and accessories. This book shows you how easy it is to use colorful paracord to create attractive and useful survival
bracelets, lanyards, straps, and more. Paracord Outdoor Gear Projects takes you step by step through all the knots and wraps you need to
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know. Get practical advice on tools and materials, and learn the right way to melt and fuse the cut ends of your cord. Whether you’re
camping in the wilderness, working outside, or just walking the dog, you’re sure to find the ideal DIY project here.
Adorn your cozy interiors with hand-woven knotted art and hanging plants. Are you a DIY home decorator, plant lover, or flower lover? We
got you! Macramé plant hangers are the perfect little touch to accent your cozy, designer home. Macramé—the art of knotting made popular in
the seventies—is now on a revival, bringing trendy boho vibes into your living room, bedroom, and more. And there’s simply no better way to
display your hanging plants than stringing them up in handmade woven knots. Whether you’re a novice or seasoned knotter, Macramé Plant
Hangers provides thirty quirky, yet stunning projects that will spark your DIY artist’s imagination and get you creating. Follow detailed
photographs and instructions to construct patterns with various natural fibers, including cotton rope, felted wool, silk ribbon, jute, recycled
fabric, and more. There are knotted projects suitable for bigger eight-inch pots, small four-inch pots, vintage bottles, and even air plants.
Including a practical beginner’s section of knot basics; an introduction to weaving; customizable variations to add playful beads, funky
fringes, and chic rope tassels to your macramé design for “whimsy”; and a bonus chapter on special projects that mix macramé with a dash
of weaving and earthy elements, Macramé Plant Hangers is your handy guidebook to adorning interiors with your own custom hand-knotted,
vintage art you can be proud of—while keeping it green!
Getting Your FREE Bonus Download this book, read it to the end and see "BONUS: Your FREE Gift" chapter after the conclusion. Big
Paracord Book: 50 Useful Paracord Projects For Beginners And Advanced Paracord is a flexible choice for everyone to carry on trekking,
mountain climbing and other types of travels. It can be good to carry with you in the form of survival belt, bracelet, rings, necklace, etc. It will
be really useful to design different things with these cords for regular use. It is easy to make a knife wrap to increase your grip on the knife,
axe, and another tool. Paracords of various colors are available for your assistance; therefore, you can design various projects with it. The
whole paracord is useful because you can get the advantage of inner cord as well. If you have paracord, it will be good for you because your
survival chances may increase. This book is designed for your assistance with the help of 15 projects. Each project is given with images for
your assistance and easy guidance. Follow these images and design various items with your paracord. Get the advantage of these projects
that are given with easy to follow instructions. Download your E book "Big Paracord Book: 50 Useful Paracord Projects For Beginners And
Advanced" by scrolling up and clicking "Buy Now with 1-Click" button!
Paracord 101, 3rd Edition, has 18 Chapters dedicated to teaching the beginner how to make several buckle and sinnet style bracelets. The
pictures in this book are a guide on how to knot and weave paracord. From easy to advanced projects, the reader will learn techniques to
make paracord a hobby to enjoy or start a business.
Move over rubber bands, here’s the next hot trend for kids! Parachute cord now comes in an array of fashion colors for making super-cool
crafts. This book shows how easy it is to make your own awesome paracord gear for school, for sports, for play, and just for FUN! Learn to
weave classic survival bracelets, lanyards, necklaces, headbands... and more. This book pushes the envelope on paracord possibilities.
Discover wild and wacky new ideas for dragonflies, dreamcatchers, headphone wraps, and a monkey’s fist keychain. We even show you
how to rev up your sneaker style with colorful cord patterns. Totally Awesome Paracord Crafts takes you step-by-step through all the knots
and wraps you need to know. It gives practical advice on tools and materials, and gets you started with handy tips and tricks. You’ll be
amazed by all ways you’ll find to embellish sports gear, fashion accessories, electronics, and more.
With information on how to forage responsibly and suggestions on sources for the best wood to use, Geoffrey Fisher shows how the natural
bounty of woodland can be used to stunning effect. Whether building a bee hotel or an insect house to help your garden's ecosystem thrive,
crafting a slingshot, whistle, jump rope or cup and ball game to give away, or making a key hook or table brush to organize your home, the
result of each will be entirely unique while also effortlessly stylish. All basic woodworking techniques are covered, plus Geoffrey also shows
how best to prepare materials, including checking for disease, drying and stripping bark, and gives a detailed guide on your essential tool kit what to have, how to handle your tools safely, and how to maintain everything to the highest standard -meaning anyone can pick up
Slingshots & Key Hooks and dive straight into the world of Geoffrey's designs.
Dude Crafts is loaded with more than 50 slightly twisted, but somehow useful, projects that will keep crafty men out of trouble (or, sometimes,
in it). Whether making life easier with ingenious hacks or providing self-amusement, the 50 projects presented in Dude Crafts are sure to get
any guy's creative wheels turning. These DIY projects will get you on the path to developing your own creations, and impressing your friends.
You'll learn how to: Craft an iPad cover from an old book Build a metal forge out of a busted microwave Cook a meal in the dishwasher Repurpose an electric saw into a cocktail blender Fashion a Swiss army knife for your keys Outfit an unsuspecting co-worker’s office chair with
an air horn Each project is accompanied by a parts list and step-by-step photo instructions to get you building; often by hacking subpar stock
goods or upcycling discarded objects into functional works of art and conversation pieces. No matter how off-kilter the project may appear on
the surface, it's sure to payoff as a useful tool, an art piece, the punch line to a practical joke or, best of all, a combination of all three.
Whatever the motive—to solve a problem, to play a joke, or for self-entertainment—Dude Crafts will get dudes off the sofa and into the
workshop!
Offers illustrated, step-by-step instructions for using paracord to create thirty five different ties that can be used in the creation of decorative
straps, survival bracelets, key fobs, necklaces, and spherical ties.
PARACORDA Complete guide to learn key paracord knots, and how to make the best paracord Bracelets, Lanyards, Belts, Sandals, giant
monkey fist, paracord snakes and moreParacord is one of the most useful items to have on an adventure. From replacing a broken shoe
string to making a fishing line, it has a wide variety of uses that come in handy in both day-to-day situations and wilderness scenarios.DIY
survival bracelets make great gifts since you can personalize the size and color. You can even make your four-legged friend a new collar. Our
DIY guide will show you how to craft your own bracelet using a cobra weave technique. Once you've got the technique down, use your
imagination to make presents for all your adventurous friends and family.In this guide, I will be teaching you 4 key paracord cords that you
can master and be able to carry out awesome paracord projects. They include;-The Constrictor Knot -The Double Fisherman's Bend-The
Zepplin Bend -The Kamikaze Knot It doesn't matter if you are a beginner in paracord affairs or you are experienced. Follow my step by step
guide and you will become a master in paracord.Below are some paracord projects contained in this book that you can follow and be able to
make great paracord works. They include;-Paracord survival bracelet -How to make a paracord belt -Simple paracord snakes-Paracord
lanyard-How to make a paracord bracelet with buckle-How to make a giant monkey fist -How to make paracord foot wear -And lots
more!!!Enough said!!! GET YOUR COPY NOW!!! By clicking the "buy now" button and become a pro in making paracord projects in the
shortest possible time
If you are a DIY fanatic and have a knack for survivalist living, then you've probably heard of parachute cords, also universally known as
"paracord." This is a type of cord that is lightweight, exceptionally strong, and can be used for a broad range of purposes. No wonder they're
famous among military personnel, and even everyday people alike! This book includes: Paracord Rock Sling, Paracord Bandolier, Paracord
Strap Wrap, Paracord Multi-tool Pouch, Easy Paracord Drawstring Pouch!, and Paracord Self Defense Key Fob
A companion volume to Backyard Homesteading, 40 Projects for Building Your Backyard Homestead provides details on how to build more
than 40 projects to enhance readers' sustainable living. Even if they are only moderately handy, they’ll discover the tools and techniques for
building their own feeders, fences, and structures. In the process, they’ll save money and have the satisfaction of doing it themselves.
Paracord Fusion Ties - Volume 2 (PFT-V2) is the second installment in the paracord fusion ties book series and another stunning
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achievement by author J.D. Lenzen. Like Paracord Fusion Ties - Volume 1, PFT-V2 reveals innovative and stylish ways of storing paracord
for later use. So once again you'll find crisp, clear, full-color photographs (over 1,000 in all!), coupled with succinctly written, easy to follow
step-by-step instructions for bracelets, straps, and key fobs, as well as medallions and other storage ties that will keep your paracord on-hand
and ready for deployment. Still PFT-V2 doesn't stop there! It also provides directions and techniques that represent the next level in
paracording knowledgeOCothe making of practical paracord objects. Primarily designed to provide survival and tactical advantages, practical
paracord objects are in themselves useful. Providing benefits to those who tie them, in real time; as opposed to when theyOCOre unraveled
and the cord within them used."
Hammock camping--one of the most comfortable ways to enjoy a long-distance thru-hike, a weekend backpacking trip, or just an overnight in
the woods. With more than 200 illustrations to guide you, this book helps you get off the ground to discover the freedom, comfort, and
convenience of hammock camping. Learn how to set up and use a hammock to stay dry, warm, and bug free in a Leave No Trace-friendly
way. This book covers hammock camping basics such as how to get a perfect hang and how to stay dry, warm, and bug free. Plus, it
illustrates techniques and tips to get the most out of a hammock shelter, whether you have purchased an all-in-one kit or you've assembled
your own customized system.
Paracord Project Inspirations (PPI) is another impressive addition to bestselling author J.D. Lenzen's growing catalog of paracording
instruction books. Showcasing twenty-five carefully chosen classic and original knots and ties, its focus is stylish and readily reproducible
pieces tailored for promotion and sale. Of course, PPI isn't only for those interested in fundraising and profits. It is also a book for anyone
seeking to step up their paracording knowledge and enjoy themselves while doing it. Through crisp, clear, full-color photographs, PPI
presents detailed instructions for decorative knots, braids, bars, sinnets, falls, a coin wrap, globe knot, and a variety of other never-before
presented projects, geared to impress, inform, and inspire. Paracord Project Inspirations, a book that combines knots and ties of the past with
knots and ties of the present, so you can launch your paracording skills into the future!
This book contains next 21 beautiful patterns inspired by ethnic art. Each project page includes materials list, earrings photo and colorful
scheme. You should be familiar with ladder stitch, brick stitch and fringe techniques. Also you may use my pattern coloring book 3 to create
your own original designs
MAKE IT COOL WITH PARACORD Incredibly strong, spectacular in its colors and amazingly versatile, paracord is the ideal material for
crafting stylish and functional items. Using easy-to-follow, step-by-step photos, this full-color guide shows how to master dozens of projects,
including: •Braids for fun bracelets and watchbands •Weaves for one-of-a-kind leashes and luggage straps •Wraps for tough knife and
flashlight handles •Knots for decorative lanyards and clasps •Bars for handy ropes and keychains

Whether you’re camping, hiking, or simply on a walk, cordage is one of the most useful and important items a person
can have. Not only is it crucial to have close by, but it's also a lot of fun to discover the endless possibilities! From the
same author who wrote the Victorinox Swiss Army Knife Camping & Outdoor Survival Guide, Bryan Lynch teaches
readers the basics of survival, 7 ways to carry paracord, and over 60 functional uses, from creating fire, collecting water,
and repairing gear to keeping clean, navigating the area, making tools, and more! Learn the history of how paracord is
made, what it was originally used for in the military, why it’s so popular and useful, and why you’ll always want to have it
on you. Trust us, you’ll want to know!
Why just reuse a bucket when you can reinvent it? Five-gallon buckets are ubiquitous and cheap (indeed, they are often
free). But did you know they can also be hacked, hot-rodded, reengineered, and upcycled to create dozens of useful DIY
projects for homeowners, gardeners, small-scale farmers, and preppers? 5-Gallon Bucket Book contains 60+ ideas that
put these humble and hard-working mainstays to work past their prime and keep them out of landfills. Simple step-bystep instructions, as well as parts lists and images of the completed projects, make sure you will have fun and love the
results of your work. Projects include perfect additions to your yard and garden, tools to care for your animals, useful
innovations, handy home helpers, and even family-oriented designs! They range from simple things such as chicken
feeders to much more complex projects (small room air conditioner, anyone?). For anyone who doesn't already have
fifteen of them cluttering up the garage, 5-Gallon Bucket Book also offers advice on where to get cheap and free buckets
and how to tell if a bucket is safe to use for food.
Learn all the essential stitches and skills you need to master the colorful art of plastic lacing. 17 simple but fun projects
are provided for making zipper pulls, key chains, bracelets, decorations and more, using both 4-strand and 6-strand
lacing techniques. Every braid is clearly illustrated, so instructions are a cinch to follow.
Todd Mikkelsen's Paracord! offers a diverse collection of projects that utilize parachute cords—known around the world as
paracord. Used by paratroopers and other military personnel during World War II, this lightweight nylon rope is now one
of the most sought-after materials by crafters. Its durability and flexibility make it perfect for creating everyday
accessories such as belts, bracelets, buckles, necklaces, dog leashes and collars, key chains, and more. As you will see
in Mikkelsen's book, this rope comes in various colors, from army green to hot pink, making it easy to personalize every
type of project. In Paracord!, you'll find step-by-step instructions that take you through every project. Each step is
accompanied by a photo that clearly illustrates the process. In addition to learning how to make these accessories,
Mikkelsen also includes introductory chapters preparing your paracord for crafting, tying different types of knots, and
caring for and cleaning your completed paracord projects.
“Practical and sized just right, for places where Google can’t always be summoned. Includes a guide to what’s edible
for foragers and key illustrations, in addition to recipes.” —The Washington Post What to eat, where to find it, and how to
cook it! Renowned outdoors expert and New York Times bestselling author Dave Canterbury provides you with all you
need to know about packing, trapping, and preparing food for your treks and wilderness travels. Whether you're headed
out for a day hike or a weeklong expedition, you'll find everything you need to survive--and eat well--out in the wild.
Canterbury makes certain you're set by not only teaching you how to hunt and gather, but also giving you recipes to
make while on the trail. Complete with illustrations to accompany his instructions and a full-color photo guide of plants to
forage and those to avoid, this is the go-to reference to keep in your pack. The Bushcraft Field Guide to Trapping,
Gathering, and Cooking in the Wild helps you achieve the full outdoor experience. With it, you'll be prepared to set off on
your trip and enjoy living off the land.
Paracord: Cool Paracord Projects With Easy-to-Follow Instructions and Pictures It's a fun hobby to have-but paracord is
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more than just a way to pass the time. Knowing the ropes of paracord is a survival skill that could very well save your life.
Used since the days of World War Two paratroopers, dropping down on the shores of Normandy, the tensile strength of
paracord is extraordinary. This book brings to you several great examples of paracord projects that you can do on your
own time. It demonstrates just how simple yet effective this material can really be. Here in this book you will learn how to
make outdoor supplies as well as endearing knickknacks, and even wearable paracord clothing. This book walks you
through several great paracord projects and explains everything in an easy to understand manner that allows you to work
at your own pace. In this book you will learn how to: Make paracord toys for your pets Utilize survival gear for your
camping trip Use paracord rope to catch fish Render first aid And much more!
This guide will show to make a paracord bracelet Paracord has a long history which goes back to world war 11. It has
since evolved from strictly military uses to commercial and personal as well. You have no doubt heard of paracordEven
seen a paracord bracelet on someone, then read on to learn what paracord is and what you make with itThis length nylon
rope is now one of the most popular materials by craftersThis guide will show you how to preparing your paracord for
tying and crafting different types of knots as well as caring and cleaning your completed paracords projectsGET YOUR
COPY TODAY by Scrolling Up and Clicking Buy Now to get your Copy Today
Paracord Critters (PC) presents full-color step-by-step instructions for twelve animal shaped knots and ties, made with
paracord. Featuring pieces carefully selected and designed by J.D. Lenzen, PC will capture your imagination and
increase your knowledge of wildlife, through the joy of tying cord. A former naturalist and the originator of fusion knotting,
Lenzen skillfully shows how to make a menagerie of paracord creatures that live underwater, on land, and in the
sky--with each creation represented as a useful item (pin, key fob, necklace) or figurine.Paracord Critters, wildlife
wonders in paracord!
"Learn how to make over seventy macramâe knots and small repeat patterns, then use them to create a wide range of projects.
Each knot is shown in a close-up photograph with clear step-by-step diagrams showing how they are tied. Starting with the basics,
the knots progress on to more complicated and complex designs, but as all are clearly diagramed it is very easy to follow along.
This invaluable guidebook opens with a discussion of the different types of threads or cords available, shows a range of clasps
and other findings, plus covers the types of beads to use. It also includes lots of tips and useful information like how to set up your
work board, and other helpful lessons like how to keep track of the cord ends for less confusion. The thirty-three projects range
from simple jewelry pieces like the classic friendship bracelet and watch straps to more complex ones like a variety of bags and
baskets. Translated from the Japanese, Macramâe pattern book is an outstanding resource for both new and more experienced
"knotters.""-Instructables is back with this inspiring book focused on a series of projects designed to get you thinking creatively about going
green. Twenty Instructables illustrate just how simple it can be to make your own backyard chicken coop, or turn a wine barrel into
a rainwater collector. Here, you will learn to: Clip a chicken’s wings Power your lawn mower with solar power Create a chicken
tractor for the city Water your garden with solar power Build a thermoelectric lamp Create an algae bioreactor from water bottles
And much more! Illustrated with dozens of full-color photographs per project accompanying easy-to-follow instructions, this
Instructables collection utilizes the best that the online community has to offer, turning a far-reaching group of people into a
mammoth database churning out ideas to make life better, easier, and, in this case, greener, as this volume exemplifies.
Presents step-by-step instructions for completing twenty-two projects from paracord--rope originally developed for parachute
suspension lines in World War II.
? Make your own dog leashes and collars using one of these easy to follow tutorials. ? Choose from 7 lead patterns and 5 collar
styles using paracord, satin rattail or even wool! ? These patterns bring together the ancient art of Kumihimo with modern paracord
knotting techniques. ? No previous knowledge is needed as each pattern is broken up into small steps with line drawings, close up
photographs and written descriptions. ? This full colour book is 6x9" (15.2 x 22.9cm) with a glossy cover.
Provides instructions on creating useful survival bracelets, lanyards, pouches, straps, slings, and fobs.
Paracord Outdoor Gear ProjectsSimple Instructions for Survival Bracelets and Other DIY ProjectsFox Chapel Publishing
Step by Step Guide with Clear Instructions and Pictures for Making Paracord Projects; Paracord Wallet, Paracord Dog Collar,
Paracord Bandolier, Paracord Bracelet, Paracord Strap Wrap, Paracord Necklace, Paracord Earings, Paracord Bangles, Paracord
Keychains, Paracord Pouch and Lots MoreThis book contains clear instructions and pictures on making several paracord projects
with ease. It also contains many illustrative and descriptive projects for everyone interested in making materials with paracord. The
method used in this book is easy and it is aimed at making you an expert in making beautiful paracord designs. Click BUY NOW to
get your copy
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